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Defining a metric How do networks travel in function space during optimization?

Prevent forgetting of previous tasks

Improve optimization by constraining movement in function space.

The variance of this estimator is small enough to be usable
The relative movement of parameters and 
functions changes during optimization.

Applications

Function changes are larger 
earlier in optimization, even 
for a fixed parameter 
distance.

Summary
Though we optimize network 
parameters, we ultimately want to 
optimize the input/output function.

Parameters or functions?

Not θ but fθ

Maybe during optimization, distances in 
parameter space are effectively similar 
to distances in function space.

Do they change proportionally?

∆θ    ∆fθ? ∆θ / ∆fθ

We calculated the distances between each 
point in optimization trajectories in both 
parameter space and function space.

We compared them empirically.
Between each update step and the last, the 
ratio between the distance traveled in 
function space and the distance in parameter 
space  decreases througout optimization.

They’re different.

∆θ ≠ ∆fθ.

We created a new optimizer by 
constraining the size of updates in function 
space. It’s like the natural gradient, but a 
different measure of function distance.

So we adjusted SGD.

∆θ  +=  - λ ∆fθ

This approach improves 
both SGD and Adam on 
recurrent tasks. 
We can also prevent 
catastrophic forgetting. 

And train better.

Parameter distances 
between epochs actually 
increase:

Networks continue to 
move from init in 
parameter space 
but less in function 
space.

For a convnet on CIFAR-10

First define a norm over the data distribution:

For a convnet on MNIST
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On MNIST

batch norm     weight decay

batch norm     weight decaybatch norm     weight decay

github.com/KordingLab/hilbert-constrained-gradient-descent

github.com/aribenjamin/OpenNMT-py

This is similar to the natural gradient . 
It di�ers only in the metric of distance.

Idea: Just as SGD takes small updates, we want an 
optimzer that takes small updates in function space.

The optimizer performs well on recurrent tasks

Sequential MNIST + LSTM

Keep a cache of old examples, and prevent function change on those 
examples.

This is a form of ‘memory replay’. It much outperforms directly 
re-training on a cache of old examples.

Permuted MNIST
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We computed the pairwise distance between all points in 
an optimization trajector.

We then compute the 2d low-dimensional embedding 
with MDS.

Different initializations on CIFAR-10:
Start together...
...move together for a while...
... and diverge when they start to overfit.

Common input

proposed update 
(SGD, Adam, etc.)

correction (gradient of
   function change)

Final update

Loss on new task
Change of function since

training last task
Corrected loss

We observed best performance when setting the ‘proposed 
update’ as the update given by Adam. 


